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After two thwarted proposal attempts and carrying the engagement ring around in his pocket for three
days, Glen successfully popped the question to girlfriend Olivia at their home – down on one knee, roses
in hand and candles lit.

After deciding on Koh Samui,
Thailand for their destination wedding,
the pair enlisted the help of wedding
planners Take Us To Thailand.
“Take Us To Thailand ensured that the
lead up to our wedding was easy and stress
free,” said Olivia. “Our dream was to be
married in a spectacular and beautiful
destination setting, where we could enjoy
not only the wedding day but the days
before and after with our loved ones.”
“We had a clear vision of what we
wanted and we Take Us To Thailand to
thank for helping us achieve it.”Guests
enjoyed a sit-down reception at the
romantic Anantara Bophut Resort, which
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included a traditional Thai barbeque
style buffet.
“The live seafood station was a fun
addition! The chef cooked up delicious
fresh tuna and lobster. The food was
incredible,” said Olivia.
But invariably it is the emotion of
the day that always ensures the most
treasured memories.
“My most memorable moment was
seeing Glen tear up as I walked down
the aisle towards him. Sharing our vows
and saying ‘I do’ in front of our family
and friends in the tranquil settings of the
Anantara Gardens was truly magical,”
Olivia said.

-bride’s guide
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